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. : -. ttstcl.. th.. Â´.Â´. t...... '. _ _. t....... _ t....... '. _ Music of the Americas Music of the Americas seeks to promote the understanding and appreciation of world music. Its content ranges from commentaries on the work of single artists and ensembles to compositions; from the profundity of the
American spirituals to the paranoiac and paradoxical. Search Main menu Welcome to the CCCO Web This website was created to collect proven information that can benefit concert guitarists and others. Through these pages, I hope to provide up-to-date information about new publications,
concert products, CD's, videos, and music. I welcome you to browse my web pages and if you have any questions or suggestions, please email me at sopiko@bellsouth.net.Q: Why can't I get the USB port of a Samsung Chromebook to work? I have a Chromebook (Samsung Chromebook 2). I have
plugged in a Samsung USB keyboard and mouse. However, I can't get the keyboard and mouse to work. Only a few keys on the keyboard work. When I click them, it says that the device is not accepting any input. I have tried plugging the keyboard/mouse into my desktop computer, and it does
work. I tried to plug in a different USB port in my desktop, and that didn't work. I tried plugging in the mouse and keyboard via Firewire/Thunderbolt, but nothing worked. I have attached a picture of the error dialog that appears, along with the "Input not supported by this service" message (I only
included that since it was the last bit of text): A: "Input not supported by this service" typically means the device isn't set up for input. It's possible that some of the extra stuff your desktop needs to identify it as a computer is missing (not just the Linux USB Bus ID 1, 4 and 5, but also the USB Hub
Device ID, the keyboard and mouse are connected to an USB hub?) Try these steps, provided you're using a Linux system: Connect the keyboard/mouse. Open your terminal. Run lsusb. Use the resulting device ID to 6d1f23a050
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